Fizeau-type interferometric probe to measure geometrical thickness of silicon wafers.
We developed an optical interferometric probe for measuring the geometrical thickness and refractive index of silicon wafers based on a Fizeau-type spectral-domain interferometer, as realized by adopting the optical fiber components of a circulator and a sheet-type beam splitter. The proposed method enables us to achieve a much simpler optical composition and higher immunity to air fluctuations owing to the use of fiber components and a common-path configuration as compared to a bulk-type optical configuration. A femtosecond pulse laser having a spectral bandwidth of 80 nm at a center wavelength of 1.55 µm and an optical spectrum analyzer having a wavelength uncertainty of 0.02 nm were used to acquire multiple interference signals in the frequency domain without a mechanical phase-shifting process. Among the many peaks in the Fourier-transformed signals of the measured interferograms, only three interference signals representing three different optical path differences were selected to extract both the geometrical thickness and group refractive index of a silicon wafer simultaneously. A single point on a double-sided polished silicon wafer was measured 90 times repetitively every two seconds. The geometrical thickness and group refractive index were found to be 476.89 µm and 3.6084, respectively. The measured thickness is in good agreement with that of a contact type method within the expanded uncertainty of contact-type instruments. Through an uncertainty evaluation of the proposed method, the expanded uncertainty of the geometrical thickness was estimated to be 0.12 µm (k = 2).